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1.

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

1.1

My name is Michael Iver Christian Salvesen. I hold a B.Agr.Sc (honours). I
currently farm in the centre of the South Hinds Basin. I am representing the
Upper Hinds Plains Land User Group as part of my role as Chairman of the
Meat and Fibre section of Mid Canterbury provincial executive of Federated
Farmers of New Zealand Inc.

1.2

I farm, with my wife Nicola, at the western side of the South Hinds Basin.

1.3

I am presenting the following evidence to support the submissions to
proposed Variation 2 and further submissions lodged on behalf of the Upper
Hinds Plains Land User Group (UHPLUG).

1.4

UHPLUG is a group of dryland farmers located in the Upper Hinds/Hekaeo
Plains Area. They farm sheep, cattle, some deer, with some dairy grazing
(young stock only). They also produce winter feed crops. Variation 2 seeks
to introduce policies and rules that affect all parts of the Hinds/Hekaeo
Plains area and the Upper Plains area is the part that affects the group of
famers in UHPLUG. As farmers in this catchment, these rules directly apply
to us.

2.

UPPER PLAINS AREA

2.1

The Upper Plains area is a small part of the Hinds Catchment, defined by
the area being to west of the Rangitata Diversion Race (RDR) and between
the North and South Branches of the Hinds River. It rises from around
400m as to over 1100m as in the upper reaches. The main part of the
South Branch is usually dry from about 10km west of the RDR unless there
has been reasonable rain. Limestone Creek/Gawler Stream (the main
tributary to the South Branch) is almost always running at its confluence
with the South Branch. The North Branch is rarely dry and was even flowing
all this summer at Upper Downs Road, the RDR and at the confluence with
the South Branch at Mayfield.

2.2

I note that the catchment mapping for Variation 2 does not include Montalto
Stream, which joins the South Branch just west of the RDR, and therefore
the Montalto Stream drainage area is not considered part of the catchment
for this plan. In my view, Montalto Stream should be included as this flow is
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part of the quality and qualify measurements taken at the RDR, which forms
the basis of the data on which this proposed plan relies. This stream is
mostly dry at Montalto although runs more often further upstream.The
qualitative records taken at the RDR do not record whether this stream was
running or not.
2.3

The Upper Catchment (which is the subject of my submission) is divided
into three landscape types:
(a) high hill country
(b) improved hill country
(c) cultivatable land, that is subdivided into paddocks and productive
pasture land.

2.4

I have included photographs to Appendix A of this evidence which show the
three landscape types.

2.5

Photo 1 is an example of some of the higher ground in the catchment
looking towards the highest parts of the Peter Range. The high hill country
is unimproved, goes up to 1100m and is lightly stocked, if at all, and has
extensive areas of native tussock land with scrub and rock.

2.6

The improved hill country has been fertilized, possibly limed, and fenced
into smaller blocks. This has often been over seeded and some of the less
steep parts have been over drilled more recently with productive grasses
and clover.

2.7

The cultivated parts have been farmed with quite high stocking rates for
many years, with subdivision, reticulated water and many of the features
you would see on a farm in the lower plains. Because of the heavy soil type
and higher rainfall, these areas are as productive as some irrigated
pastures in the lower plains. The limitation is altitude which leads to a
shorter growing season than nearer sea level.

2.8

Photo 2 shows the lower hill country and is taken looking south-east
towards the South Hinds and Rangitata. This photo shows improved
ground and a few paddocks in Upper Plains area.

2.9

In the area that has been designated Upper Plains, the predominant
landscape is rolling ground with Kakahu soil types. These are characterised
by being of a heavy silt loam soil type. This does not drain well and has
been partly drained with tiles and more recently plastic pipe. This has
helped some of the wetter areas and been able to be brought into
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productive pasture. There have been wetland areas created and others
maintained to try to keep some of the landscape in good condition. There
has been extensive fencing off of these areas to try to stop silt getting into
waterways. Many of these areas have been, or are being planted as further
mitigation measures.
2.10

Photo 3 shows some remnants of bush in the lower hill country.

3.

ZONE COMMITTEE CONSULTATION

3.1

In the process of getting to where we are now, there was a meeting in
Mayfield with ECan staff and zone committee members where they outlined
their concerns and proposed structures moving forward. I, on behalf of the
farmers in the Upper catchment asked them to visit the area on a more
formal basis than driving through, an invitation that has not been accepted. I
was, on behalf of UHPLUG, also invited to make a presentation to the Zone
committee but the meeting nearly ran out of time and so we were allocated
5 minutes at the end. Because we form a small part of the Hinds zone as
part of Variation 2, we feel we haven’t been given the time and
consideration we deserve, because some of the rules proposed are likely to
have, over time, a large effect on a few farm, so therefore this is really
important to those affected. This is particularly the case for those few farms
that are totally within the Upper Hinds area.

3.2

The data presented by Ecan at the meeting in Mayfield on 18/9/13 was on
the basis of two years worth of rainfall and measurement data. These were
given as examples of an ‘extreme’ dry and an ‘extreme’ wet year. The year
13/14 was wetter than both of those years, and the year to date has been
dryer than both! In my experience as a farmer, two years’ worth of data is
not enough to make the assumptions made in that presentation and or to
inform decisions about allocation in the catchment.

3.3

While I am disappointed by the lack of consultation at the time, I would like
to briefly provide you with the relevant information that was intended to be
conveyed so that you can make an informed decision.

3.4

There have been many instances of planting, riparian exclusion, wetland
creation and QEII covenants created in the area over the last 40 or so
years. An example of a wetland created in the last 15 years is shown in
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Photo 4. These have all been carried out without the encouragement,
financial or otherwise from either ECan or the local Council and have been
done by the landowners to enhance their property for future generations.
With the creation of QEII covenants, these areas are protected in
perpetuity.
3.5

One example of a QEII Covenant is the Upper Downs Road roadside
alongside Okawa, on the eastern side of Upper Downs Road. The tussocks
and toe toe have been protected since 2003. In 2013 Ashburton District
Council notified a protection order for Native Biodiversity on Upper Downs
Road and this was included in their schedule of protected indigenous
vegetation. This is another example of the regulators following those
regulated in protecting and enhancing the local area. We will be the first to
accept that it hasn’t all been done perfectly, but we have to learn from past
generations mistakes and continually improve practice. Much of this will
come from individuals setting out, creating a trend and being followed later
by more. To do these by regulation and force only serves to antagonize and
to slow down much of what is already happening.

4.

4.1

SOUTH HINDS BASIN
For the rest of this submission I will refer mainly to the South Hinds Basin
because the farms bordering the North Hinds are only partly within the
Upper Hinds catchment and their most productive ground is either in the
Lower Hinds area or in the Ashburton Zone. Some farmers are in both, as
well as the Upper Hinds area. The South Hinds basin is located between
Surrey Hills and the Peter Range and drains though Limestone Creek and
Gawler Stream into the South Hinds River next to the siphon and the RDR.
The water quality measurements taken by ECan have been taken at this
location. I note that the data on the North Hinds is not nearly as complete.

4.2

Production systems in the Upper Catchment are largely sheep and beef
cattle breeding with a small amount of deer breeding and finishing. Most of
the farms in the area finish most of their lambs and cattle, sending them
either to meat processing or to Five Star’s feedlot for further growth. This
type of production system has not changed much over the years. There are
a couple of stud farms breeding cattle and deer. There are also a few
farmers who grow calves for dairy farmers until they are around 20 months
of age. This is what has been referred to as some dairy support. Whilst it is,
it is generally assumed that dairy support means over wintering cows and
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heifers in their second winter on winter feed crops. The soil types in the
Upper Catchment are unsuitable for this and therefore dairy cows are not
wintered in this area. This area is also deemed to be unsuitable because of
the fear of a harsh winter due to altitude. Thus the risk potential of
substantially increased leaching from wintering dairy cows on feed crops is
very unlikely to occur. The type of intensification referred to in the
supporting Section 42A Report Technical Memorandum (Bower to Vattala,
Oct 13) is very unlikely for the reasons outlined above. Intensification or
improvement on the type of farm in the Upper Hinds is done over
generations as cash flow allows unless a farm changes hands and the new
owner does much work in a short time. Almost all of the hill ground that can
be cultivated and established in improved pasture has been done, so the
scope for additional nutrient load as a result of that activity is minimal. The
chance or risk of wholesale conversion to dairy support or even dairy
farming as described in the Technical Memorandum is unlikely and in my
opinion does not warrant constraining the flexibility in current farming
systems by introducing definitive limits in the South Hinds Basin.
4.3

Much of the Technical Memorandum made to the Zone Committee talks of
potential intensification and concludes that this would have a negative effect
on water quality, and therefore consider it necessary to impose limits to
reduce the risk of raised Nitrogen and Phosphorus levels, as well as E Coli.
In my view the risk that is identified and the approach adapted in the plan
unnecessarily constrains landowners in the Upper Catchment relative to
managing the risk to water quality in the catchment. Whilst this may seem a
fair and reasonable approach.

4.4

As stated in the second paragraph of the conclusions to the memorandum
this part of the catchment is of a ‘flashy hydrologic’ nature and has very little
yield in the ground water. I have described this further in my evidence
presented to the Zone Committee, which I have attached as Appendix B to
this evidence. The slide labelled Rainfall and Drainage (found on page 11
in Appendix B) shows that any excess water is accounted for as runoff in
river flows. It is estimated that during these flood events, the majority of
water and therefore nutrients are carried straight to sea and not to the
plains groundwater. This explains the Graph 1 (found in Appendix A) which
shows relatively stable phosphorous levels except after a rain event. This
data was sourced from ECan website and personal data.
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4.5

The excel spreadsheet, ‘Hinds River flows.xlsb’ attached as Appendix C
shows that the volume at Poplar Road is usually greater than that in the
South Branch at the siphon. In my experience as a famer in the catchment
some of this difference will be accounted for by the North Branch, which is
unrecorded, and the balance will be accounted for by inflows to the river
from ground water within the Lower Hinds Plains area. I am not aware of
any evidence to show that water from the Upper Plains goes into the
groundwater in the Lower Plains area.

4.6

Graph 2 (found in Appendix A) shows total nitrogen concentration in the
same samples but arranged chronologically by season. Almost all the
samples with higher readings, over 1, are in winter or in months where high
rainfall has been recorded. This seasonal aspect is as significant as excess
winter feeding on slope causing extra runoff. This time of year also has a
release of natural nitrogen from clover based pastures as plants lock down
for winter. The plants are unable to use this nitrogen because temperatures
are too low for growth. I note that the only high reading during summer was
taken on a day it was raining.

4.7

Given this more detailed analysis of the seasonal nature of water quality
outcomes in the Upper Catchment, it is unlikely that algal growth will occur
during these winter periods. Because the catchment is a flood stream,
water flows are variable and not controllable. Therefore to try to limit our
production systems based upon mean measurements without this further
analysis is unreasonable.

4.8

The imposition of an Overseer average of 10kg/ha and an area limit of 114T
are inappropriate based on the very low level of risk (if any) to the water
quality arising from nitrogen leaching in the Upper Catchment. The limit of
114T was set using version 6.1. A new version has now been released
which produces a different estimated figure for N and P lost to water. The
rules should quite clearly state that the calculations of total load should be
updated with each new release and farm, or group of farms limits updated
accordingly. This approach would not change actual losses from those
farms, only our understanding of those estimates. As stated earlier, farm
type varies through the catchment and do not conform to the average for
the catchment. Therefore to suggest that any farm above this should have
to have a consent to farm in the way they have for many years without
problems is in my view unreasonable.
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Appendix A
Photographs and Graphs

Photo 1: Example of High Hill Country

Photo 2: Example of Lower Hill Country

Michael Salvesen Evidence on Behalf of Upper Hinds Plains Land User Group

Photo 3: Remnants of Bush in Lower Hill Country

Photo 4: A view of South Hinds Basin
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Graph 1: Phosphorus Readings from South Hinds River at the RDR
(Data sourced from ECan – date of record July 2012 – March 2015)
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Graph 2: Nitrogen Readings from South Hinds River at the RDR
Data Ordered by Season
(Data sourced from ECan – Date of record is July 2011 – March 2015)
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Appendix B
Evidence presented to Ashburton Zone Committee

Appendix C
Excel spreadsheet

